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Abstract. We have found that consideration of neutral helium as a ma-3

jor species leads to a more complete physics-based modeling description of4

the Earth’s upper thermosphere. An augmented version of the composition5

equation employed by the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamic Gen-6

eral Circulation Model (TIE-GCM) is presented, enabling the inclusion of7

helium as the fourth major neutral constituent. Exospheric transport act-8

ing above the upper boundary of the model is considered, further improv-9

ing the local time and latitudinal distributions of helium. The new model10

successfully simulates a previously observed phenomenon known as the “win-11
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ter helium bulge,” yielding behavior very similar to that of an empirical model12

based on mass spectrometer observations. This inclusion has direct conse-13

quence on the study of atmospheric drag for low-Earth orbiting satellites,14

as well as potential implications on exospheric and topside ionospheric re-15

search.16
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1. Introduction

The presence of helium as a major component in the Earth’s upper thermosphere and17

lower exosphere was first inferred from measurements of satellite drag. By analyzing18

orbital variations of the Echo 1 satellite orbiting above 1000 km, Nicolet [1961] reasoned19

that atomic oxygen was incapable of producing the observed satellite deceleration given20

reasonable values of exospheric temperature. Likewise, atomic hydrogen concentrations21

were thought to be much too low to create such a deceleration.22

Increasingly direct evidence of helium’s presence soon emerged from in situ mass spec-23

trometer measurements taken onboard Explorer 17 [Reber and Nicolet , 1965]. Concomi-24

tant with this confirmation was the hint of a significant seasonal-latitudinal variation in25

the helium distribution, relative to the other measured constituents (i.e. molecular ni-26

trogen and atomic oxygen). Soon thereafter, strong semi-annual variations inferred from27

the satellite drag acting on Echo 2 [Cook , 1967] around 1100 km were linked to seasonal28

variations of helium concentration. Keating and Prior [1968] confirmed this result with29

satellite drag data from the Explorer 9, 19, and 24 satellites. They also noted an apparent30

enhancement near the winter pole, which they termed the “winter helium bulge,” with31

an approximate winter-to-summer ratio of 2.5. Subsequent drag-inferred calculations by32

Keating et al. [1970] yielded ratios in excess of 3 at an altitude of 850 km.33

Reber et al. [1971], using mass spectrometer measurements from the Ogo 6 satellite,34

showed an order-of-magnitude difference between the helium content in winter and sum-35

mer hemispheres near 400-600 km altitude. This disagreement with previous results36

highlighted the limitations of the drag-inferred technique, specifically, reliance on the37
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assumption of diffusive equilibrium to separate composition-induced mass density varia-38

tions from those caused by temperature. In response, Keating et al. [1974] augmented39

their drag-inferred technique to include a description of the background composition that40

was consistent with the available mass spectrometer data. New ratios in excess of an order41

of magnitude could then be obtained through this method as well. In addition to estab-42

lishing a larger bulge ratio, Reber et al. [1971] noted a strong correlation of the maximum43

helium density with the location of the winter geomagnetic pole. This was interpreted as44

a sensitivity of the helium distribution to the thermospheric wind system.45

In addition to high-latitude variations near the solstices, Newton et al. [1973] detected a46

strong local time preference for helium concentration as measured by mass spectrometers47

on the low-inclination San Marco 3 satellite. Reber et al. [1973] and Mayr et al. [1974]48

discussed similar variations manifest within the Ogo 6 density model [Hedin et al., 1974].49

These findings showed a preference of the diurnal maxima toward earlier times for species50

with small molecular masses, with the opposite being true for species of large mass. The51

San Marco 3 observations, taken at altitudes near 225 km, showed a preference toward52

the 06-09 LT sector while those taken by Ogo 6, near 450 km, showed maxima closer to53

10 LT.54

The realization of these phenomena motivated several modeling studies to uncover the55

mechanism responsible for the counterintuitive distribution of helium in the thermosphere.56

Noticing that helium vertical profiles measured by several rocket-based mass spectrometers57

departed quite drastically from diffusive equilibrium, an early study by Kasprzak [1969]58

invoked an additional diffusive flux in order to reconcile the observations with his model.59

This treatment required vertical fluxes on the order of 6× 108 and 2× 1010 cm−2s−1
60
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for summer and winter conditions, respectively, over an altitude range of 120–200 km.61

Kockarts [1973] later noted, however, that these values were larger than the maximum62

flux allowed by molecular diffusion, thus requiring an additional mechanism of transport.63

Johnson and Gottlieb [1970] used basic considerations of continuity to show that a64

general summer-to-winter flow of the major atmospheric constituents could account for65

a buildup of helium in the winter polar regions. Without discounting these findings,66

several attempts were made to ascertain the effect of atmospheric fluctuations on helium67

transport. Hodges [1970] modeled large-scale fluctuations as monochromatic plane waves,68

which effected a downward transport and an overall decrease to the scale height of species69

with masses smaller than the mean mass. Similarly, Kockarts [1972] derived the eddy70

diffusivity profile necessary to reconstruct the winter helium bulge observations of Reber71

et al. [1971], under the assumption of molecular diffusion in the absence of wind. Results72

from these studies suggested that eddy diffusion could in fact control the global helium73

distribution. However, recreating the observed winter bulge ratios required more than74

an order-of-magnitude increase in eddy diffusivity from winter to summer hemispheres.75

These results were qualitatively consistent with each other, yet they implied that similar76

latitudinal signatures should be evident in other minor atmospheric constituents, a feature77

that was inconsistent with previous observations of atomic oxygen [Kockarts , 1973].78

Reber and Hays [1973] performed a more rigorous treatment of the effects of circulation79

on the distribution of helium. Included in their model were the effects of molecular and80

eddy diffusion as well as a parameterized circulation pattern of the background gas that81

satisfied continuity requirements and could be tuned to simulate a given level of summer-82

to-winter flow. Combining the equations of continuity and momentum for a minor species83
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led to an accurate representation of previous winter helium bulge observations. The idea84

that the winter helium bulge could be completely explained by seasonal circulation pat-85

terns led, however, to an apparent paradox. At times of high solar flux, when an enhanced86

summer-to-winter flow had been expected to occur, smaller pole-to-pole helium ratios had87

been observed. Reber and Hays [1973] explained the discrepancy by invoking the mecha-88

nism of exospheric flow, whereby during times of high solar flux, increased temperatures89

in the upper thermosphere drive a larger exospheric flow directed away from the winter90

bulge. The balance between the circulation-induced effects and exospheric transport was91

found to control the magnitude of the latitudinal gradient in helium concentration that92

could be supported by the atmosphere.93

By analyzing the combined equations of continuity and momentum for a minor species,94

Reber and Hays [1973] and Hays et al. [1973] identified the vertical advection term as95

being responsible for establishing the seasonal distribution of helium. In the presence96

of diffusively separated atmospheric constituents, this term leads to increased helium97

densities in regions of downwelling and decreased densities in regions of upwelling. The98

opposite behavior is implied for species, such as argon, that are heavier than the local99

mean mass. Reber [1976] further explained that in order to perturb composition from the100

distribution prescribed under conditions of diffusive equilibrium, the vertical winds must101

be significant in relation to a characteristic vertical diffusive velocity, vD = D/H, where102

D is the mutual diffusion coefficient and H is the atmospheric scale height.103

Contemporaneous works by Mayr and Volland [1972, 1973] asserted a similar yet dis-104

tinct perspective on the matter. Mayr et al. [1978] summarized these findings and coined105

the phrase “wind-induced diffusion,” describing horizontal transport in the presence of106
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diffusively separated constituents. Both groups agreed that the interaction between he-107

lium and the background circulation—consisting of upwelling in the summer hemisphere,108

summer-to-winter flow, and downwelling in the winter hemisphere—would lead to a win-109

ter helium bulge consistent with observations. However, Reber and Hays [1973] suggested110

that the transport mechanism was related to the vertical advective motion in the pres-111

ence of diffusive separation, while Mayr et al. [1978] believed horizontal bulk motion in112

the presence of diffusive separation to be responsible.113

As the basic mechanism causing the observed helium behavior—i.e. circulation within114

a diffusively separated atmosphere—continued to mature, several successful satellite mass115

spectrometer missions served to refine these theories and document the phenomenological116

implications. The open source mass spectrometers on Atmospheric Explorer satellites117

(AE-C, -D, and -E) were used by several investigators to further quantify seasonal vari-118

ations [Mauersberger et al., 1976a, b; Cageao and Kerr , 1984]. Reber et al. [1975] also119

analyzed these data to study waves in composition, showing coherent phase relationships120

between the various constituents. Hedin and Carignan [1985] used data from the Dy-121

namics Explorer 2 (DE-2) satellite to show that even during geomagnetically quiet times,122

signatures of helium depletion are present near the magnetic poles. These data sets now123

comprise the majority of our understanding of thermospheric composition, the empirical124

basis of which is embodied by the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter (MSIS)125

series of models [Hedin, 1987, 1991; Picone et al., 2002], successors of the Ogo 6 model.126

More recently, Thayer et al. [2012] inferred strong signatures of helium from differences in127

total mass densities measured at two different altitudes by high-precision accelerometers128

on board the Challenging Mini-Satellite Payload (CHAMP) and Gravity Recovery and129
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Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites [Sutton, 2011]. Liu et al. [2014a] extended this130

work, showing that the response of the mass density vertical profile during a geomagnetic131

disturbance is quite sensitive to the atomic oxygen/helium transition height.132

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a self-consistent133

method for calculating helium abundances and transport by modifying an existing general134

circulation model of the thermosphere. Unlike previous formulations, we do not impose135

the assumption that helium remains a minor species throughout the model domain, which136

can have deleterious effects at high altitudes. Section 3 highlights the salient features of137

the new model, including helium’s role in determining mean mass, total mass density,138

pressure level height and winds.139

2. Model Description

2.1. TIE-GCM

The model developments described in this paper have been applied to the National Cen-140

ter for Atmospheric Research Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circu-141

lation model (NCAR/TIE-GCM) v.1.95 [Roble et al., 1988; Richmond et al., 1992], and142

are slated for inclusion in the next TIE-GCM and TIME-GCM [Roble and Ridley , 1994]143

model versions. The TIE-GCM is a first-principles upper atmospheric general circulation144

model that solves the Eulerian continuity, momentum, energy, and composition equations145

for the coupled thermosphere-ionosphere system. The vertical coordinate is specified by146

log-pressure levels in half-scale height increments, providing coverage in altitude of ap-147

proximately 97 km to 600 km, the latter being dependent on solar activity.148

Tidal forcing at the lower boundary is specified by the Global Scale Wave Model [Hagan149

et al., 2001]. Annual and semi-annual variations in sub-grid turbulent fluctuations are150
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taken into account by applying seasonal variation of the eddy diffusivity coefficient at151

the lower boundary [Qian et al., 2009, 2013]. Based on measurements from the Mauna152

Loa Observatory [Keeling and Whorf , 2005], the mixing ratio of CO2 imposed at the153

lower boundary was set to 364 ppmv for 1996, increasing linearly by 1.5 ppmv per year154

thereafter.155

In the simulations presented throughout this paper, solar irradiance is specified in a156

manner consistent with Solomon et al. [2011]. The M10.7 index is used in place of the157

F10.7 solar proxy in an effort to better capture solar UV and EUV irradiance during the158

deep solar minimum of 2008. The M10.7 index derives from the magnesium core-to-wing159

(MgII c/w) of Viereck et al. [2004] via a linear fit to the F10.7 proxy calculated during160

1978–2007 [Solomon et al., 2011]. With this normalization, M10.7 can be used in place of161

F10.7 to drive the EUVAC proxy model [see Richards et al., 1994; Woods and Rottman,162

2002; Solomon and Qian, 2005].163

Magnetospheric inputs to the polar regions are specified by an applied electric potential164

pattern and an auroral precipitation oval. The Heelis et al. [1982] empirical specification165

of magnetospheric potential in the ionosphere, which is parameterized by the 3-hour geo-166

magnetic KP index, is the standard TIE-GCM input and is employed for the simulations167

presented throughout this paper. Auroral precipitation is applied as described by Roble168

and Ridley [1987] based on the estimated hemispheric power of precipitating electrons.169

The empirical estimate of this power as it depends on KP has been increased from its170

original formulation by a factor of ∼2, based on results from the Global Ultraviolet Imager171

(GUVI) on the TIMED satellite [Zhang and Paxton, 2008].172
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The TIE-GCM uses the method outlined by Richmond et al. [1992] to calculate the173

low-latitude ionospheric electrodynamo driven by conductances and neutral dynamics.174

The calculated electric potential is merged with the externally imposed potential within175

each polar cap, using cross-over boundaries that vary dynamically with the size of the176

magnetospheric potential pattern. See Solomon et al. [2012], section 2.3, for further detail177

concerning the high-latitude inputs, and Solomon et al. [2011], section 4, for a discussion178

of model uncertainties.179

2.2. Helium as a Major Species

The equations describing the transport and concentration of the various components in180

the upper atmosphere are coupled to one another through diffusive and chemical processes.181

When solving for the concentration of a minor species [Roble et al., 1988], several terms in182

the fully coupled composition equation are assumed to be small. With the neglect of these183

terms, the solution of the major species composition becomes dynamically decoupled from184

that of the minor species composition, leading to a more efficient segmented numerical185

solution. The main terms that must be neglected are those in the diffusion matrix de-186

scribing the acceleration experienced by any major species caused by collisions with the187

minor species as well as those that account for the effect that the minor species has on188

the mean mass and scale height of the atmosphere. It is straightforward to show that the189

effect of these terms is small when the mass mixing ratio of the minor species in question190

is also small. Helium as a minor species in the TIE-GCM was recently implemented by191

Liu et al. [2014b]. While this approach demonstrated the model’s ability to accumulate192

helium in the winter hemisphere, it required the ad hoc inclusion of helium into the scale193

height calculation in order to avoid unrealistically high values during long simulations.194
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As a simple test, an empirical approach can be used to ascertain whether or not helium195

satisfies the assumptions necessary to treat it as a minor constituent. We employ the196

MSIS model [Picone et al., 2002], which represents helium abundance in an averaged197

sense as observed by mass spectrometer observations spanning several decades. However,198

care must be taken when converting between the vertical coordinate systems of MSIS199

and TIE-GCM. The TIE-GCM uses log-pressure, z = ln (p0/p), as its vertical coordinate,200

where p0 is a reference pressure set to 5×10−4g/(cm · s2). In order to obtain a reasonable201

estimate of the amount of helium that should be present within the vertical domain of202

the TIE-GCM, it is necessary to compute MSIS densities with respect to the TIE-GCM’s203

log-pressure scale. Using the ideal gas law, we directly calculate the log-pressure level204

from the number densities and temperatures specified by MSIS.205

As molecular diffusion becomes dominant with increasing height, a neutral species of206

comparatively small mass such as helium will increase in relative concentration. Due to207

the interaction between global circulation and molecular diffusive flow, the largest values208

tend to occur at high latitudes in the winter hemisphere [e.g. Reber and Hays , 1973; Mayr209

et al., 1978]. Figure 1 shows that under these conditions and near the top level of the210

TIE-GCM (i.e. roughly 500–700 km, depending on solar flux), helium mass mixing ratios211

exceed 0.8 during solar maximum conditions and 0.9 during solar minimum conditions.212

Had we instead queried MSIS using the geometric heights calculated by TIE-GCM as our213

vertical coordinate, values just below 0.5 would have been obtained. As will be shown in214

Section 3, this discrepancy stems from an underestimation of the geometric height in the215

upper thermosphere by the original TIE-GCM code due to the neglect of helium. In either216

case, empirical evidence suggests that helium becomes a major neutral component—and217
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perhaps the dominant component—under certain conditions within the spatial domain of218

the TIE-GCM. In light of these findings, the remainder of this section covers the expansion219

of the major neutral species composition equation and other modeled processes from a220

3-constituent description [Dickinson et al., 1984] to a 4-constituent description in order221

to account for the significant effects of helium.222

The evolution of the major neutral species composition can be expressed using the223

following vector equation (see the Appendix for derivation and a complete definition of224

variables):225

∂

∂t
Ψ = −ezτ−1 ∂

∂z

[
m̄

mN2

(
T00

T

)0.25
α−1LΨ

]
+ ez ∂

∂z

[
e−zKE(z)

(
∂
∂z

+ 1
m̄

∂m̄
∂z

)
Ψ
]

−
(
V · ∇Ψ + ω ∂

∂z
Ψ
)

+ s (1)

The meanings of several variables have been modified from those originally intended by226

Dickinson et al. [1984]. Ψ is now the vector of mass mixing ratios for O2, O, and He,227

while the mass mixing ratio of the remaining major constituent N2 is specified by ψN2 =228

1−ψO2−ψO−ψHe. Molecular and thermal diffusion are accounted for by the first term on229

the right side of Eq. (1), eddy diffusion by the second, horizontal and vertical advection230

by the third, and chemical sources and sinks by the fourth.231

L is a diagonal matrix operator with elements:232

Lii =
∂

∂z
−
(

1− mi

m̄
− 1

m̄

∂m̄

∂z
− αTi

T

∂T

∂z

)
(2)

which have been expanded to describe thermal diffusion, a phenomenon which becomes233

important for species such as helium whose masses are quite different from the mean mass.234
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We use a simplified formulation of thermal diffusion that is analogous to its appearance in235

the binary diffusion equations, after Colegrove et al. [1966]. In this treatment, a constant236

value of αHe = −0.38 is used. While this value is characteristic of small concentrations237

of helium diffusing through molecular nitrogen, this assumption is reasonably accurate at238

altitudes where significant temperature gradients exist (i.e. below ∼200 km) [Banks and239

Kockarts , 1973].240

The normalized molecular diffusion matrix, α, couples the major components to one241

another. As can be seen in Eqs. (A18) and (A23) in the appendix, the strength of this242

coupling depends on the mutual diffusion coefficients. Dickinson et al. [1984] assumed243

these coefficients to take the form D = D0(T/T00)1.75(p00/p) for the major species, after244

Colegrove et al. [1966]. Accordingly, the elements of α have been normalized by this245

functional form. Mutual diffusion coefficients between helium and the other three major246

species take a similar form, yet with exponents, s, that deviate slightly from 1.75, as seen247

in Table (2.2). These differences have been accounted for by applying correction factors248

of the form (T/T00)1.75−s to the appropriate terms within the diffusion matrix α. In249

the absence of these corrections, the coefficient describing the mutual diffusion between250

helium and atomic oxygen would remain reasonably accurate, yet those describing the251

interaction of helium with molecular species would be approximately 5% low.252

The chemical source and sink matrix, s, also serves to couple the major species to one253

another. In the case of helium, however, all chemical and photochemical rates have been254

set to zero, consistent with our assumption of inertness. Therefore, our current model255

implementation is appropriate for the study of the dynamical behavior of helium as an256

ideal inert tracer.257
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The neutral thermodynamic properties of specific heat, cp, molecular viscosity, km, and258

conductivity, kt, have been augmented to include the effects of helium. The following259

equations are now used [Banks and Kockarts , 1973]:260

cp =
R

2n

(
7

32
nO2 +

5

16
nO +

7

28
nN2 +

5

4
nHe

)
erg · g−1K−1 (3)

km =
10−6T 0.69

n
(4.03nO2 + 3.90nO + 3.43nN2 + 3.84nHe) g · cm−1s−1 (4)

kt =
T 0.69

n
(56.0(nO2 + nN2) + 75.9nO + 299.0nHe) erg · cm−1s−1K−1 (5)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the neutral temperature in units of Kelvin, ni261

refers to the number density of the subscripted species, and n is the total number density.262

Additionally, in the description of ambipolar diffusion, the collision frequency, νin, has263

been updated to account for nonresonant collisions between O+ ions and neutral helium264

atoms. The following form is adopted [Schunk and Nagy , 2004]:265

νin = 1×10−10(6.64nO2 + 0.367nO

√
Tr(1− 0.064 log10 Tr) + 6.82nN2 + 1.32nHe) (6)

where Tr = (Ti + T )/2 is the average of the ion and neutral temperatures. Tr, νin and ni266

are in units of Kelvin, s−1 and cm−3, respectively.267

2.3. Boundary Conditions

At the lower boundary of the model, atomic and molecular oxygen adhere to the con-268

ditions specified in the original TIE-GCM implementation, namely, that the peak of the269

atomic oxygen density profile lies at the lower boundary and the total amount of oxygen270

atoms remains constant making up 23.4% of the total mass. In addition, we specify a271

constant lower boundary mass mixing ratio for helium of 1.154×10−6. In terms of mass272
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mixing ratios, these considerations take the following form: (1) ∂ψO/∂z = ψO, and (2)273

ψO2 + ψO = 0.234, and (3) ψHe = 1.154×10−6.274

Near the upper boundary of the model, either atomic oxygen or helium typically domi-275

nates the composition, depending on season, solar flux, and location. The original upper276

boundary of the TIE-GCM is specified by diffusive equilibrium for neutral species, i.e.277

LΨ = 0. However, the large thermal velocity of helium warrants proper consideration278

of helium transport processes occurring above the upper boundary in a near-collisionless279

environment. While the classical thermal escape flux of helium is several orders of magni-280

tude too low to have a noticeable effect on the global helium content, the lateral transport281

of helium atoms with ballistic trajectories is significant. Hodges and Johnson [1968] and282

Hodges [1973] outline a method for approximating this type of transport, expressing it as283

a vertical outward particle flux:284

Φ = −∇2
(
n v̄ H2P

)
(7)

where ∇2 is the surface Laplacian. The variables Φ, n, v̄, and H are respectively the285

vertical particle flux, number density, mean thermal speed, and scale height, all specific to286

helium. P , a dimensionless factor arising from integration over Maxwellian distributions,287

has a weak dependence on neutral temperature that can be adequately approximated by288

[Hodges and Johnson, 1968]:289

P ≈
(

1 +
T

3300

)
(8)
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for neutral temperature, T , in units of Kelvin. Inherent in these equations is the assump-290

tion that collisions do not occur above the upper boundary of the TIE-GCM.291

In practice, this vertical flux can be prescribed at the upper boundary of the model as292

a diffusive flow. The following vector equation describing molecular diffusion is used:293

wD = τ−1
(
T00

T

)0.25 p0 m̄

g mN2

α−1LΨ (9)

where wD is the (3×1) vector of vertical diffusive mass flow rates for O2, O, and He,294

respectively. From the derivation of Eq. (9) in the appendix (see Eq. A25), it follows that295

the diffusive mass fluxes of all neutral species sum to zero. Because molecular oxygen296

and nitrogen densities are small near the upper boundary, we enforce this constraint297

by assuming that any outward (inward) mass flux of helium is balanced by an inward298

(outward) flux of atomic oxygen. Any error that this assumption incurs in the solution of299

atomic oxygen concentration is diminished by the factor of 4 difference between the mass300

of oxygen and helium atoms.301

In the current implementation of our model, the argument of the Laplacian from Eq. (7)302

is transformed into a non-aliasing spherical harmonic expansion. This is completed using303

the technique of Swarztrauber [1979], modified to accommodate the TIE-GCM’s horizontal304

grid which is offset from the pole by a half-grid increment. The flux, Φ, is then calculated305

using the well-known eigenfunction/eigenvalue relation:306

∇2Y m
n = −n(n+ 1)

R2
Y m
n (10)
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where Y m
n refers to the spherical harmonic function of degree n and order m, and R is307

a characteristic radius of the exobase. In the current implementation, R has been set to308

the radius of the Earth for consistency with calculations of other horizontal derivatives309

within the TIE-GCM. The mass flux required by the left-hand-side of Eq. (9) can then be310

obtained by transforming back to the spherical grid and multiplying the obtained particle311

flux by the molecular mass of helium. The advantage of using this technique in place of312

finite differences for calculating the Laplacian is that waves are resolved uniformly over313

the Earth. Therefore, the growth of numerical instabilities can be controlled by truncating314

the expansion prior to transforming back to the spherical grid. We note that the degree315

of truncation required is sensitive to the level of the upper boundary, the grid-size, and316

the time step. When using the default 5◦× 5◦×H/2 spatial grid with upper boundary of317

z = +7 and a 120 second time step, we have found that a triangular truncation of degrees318

higher than 4 is sufficient to limit the growth of numerical instabilities without severely319

compromising the accuracy of the exospheric transport model. The adjustment of this320

truncation parameter, as well as the characteristic exobase radius, R, are left as tasks for321

future work.322

3. Global Features

In this section, we present the salient features of the new model. While many simulations323

were necessary in order to distill our description of these features with respect to season,324

local time, latitude, external forcing parameters, and boundary conditions, only a small325

subset of simulations are presented. These were created using the model settings and326

inputs described in Section 2.1, and are specific to the prevailing solar and geophysical327

conditions of 2008. Supporting Information S1 includes additional plots and animations328
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to aid in visualization, specifically regarding the sensitivity of the helium distribution to329

external forcing and boundary conditions.330

Figure 2 shows helium densities at 250 km altitude simulated by the TIE-GCM during331

each of the four seasons of 2008. The winter helium bulge phenomenon is clearly present332

at both solstices. During the equinoxes, the helium bulge undergoes a migration from333

the spring hemisphere to the fall. Along the way, helium levels are briefly enhanced334

at low latitudes with a strong preference for early morning local times, with the full335

transistion taking approximately 1–2 months. At winter solstice, a similar preference336

for early morning is tempered by an aversion to the auroral zones, where pockets of337

divergence and upwelling lead to localized helium depletions. This balance manifests as338

a diurnal modulation of the winter helium bulge in latitude and local time. Symptoms339

of this behavior can be seen in the the upper right panel of Figure 2, where the southern340

hemisphere winter peak occurs around 16:00 LT. For reference, the geomagnetic poles are341

located at 82.4◦N/18:30 LT and 74.5◦S/8:20 LT in these plots. Movie S1 also captures342

this diurnal undulation and its relationship with the distribution of auroral heating during343

southern hemisphere winter. Constant solar and geomagnetic forcing parameters were344

used to create the one-day looping animation.345

The high-latitude helium distribution is further complicated by short-scale variations in346

geomagnetic heating. In general, helium densities tend to increase at low latitudes during347

periods of geomagnetic activity. The opposite is true in the polar region during solstice,348

as the high-latitude upwelling and divergence resulting from geomagnetic activity tend to349

lift heavy constituents while dispersing helium over a larger horizontal expanse.350
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The distribution of helium is highly sensitive to geomagnetic activity, the effects of351

which can be seen in the contrasting equinoctial helium distributions of Figure 2. The352

March equinox consists of enhanced low and middle latitude helium densities accompanied353

by depletions closer to the poles, all associated with a slight elevation in the level of354

geomagnetic activity over the previous 3-hour period (KP=2.0) relative to the September355

equinox (KP=0.3). The same argument can be applied to the solstice plots of Figure 2,356

wherein the slightly disturbed (KP=2.0) June solstice helium distribution is shifted away357

from the winter pole in comparison to the undisturbed (KP=0.0) December solstice. The358

helium distribution is most certainly influenced by the time history of geomagnetic activity359

over the previous∼24 hours or more. As such, an index describing the level of geomagnetic360

activity over a 3-hour interval may not generally be a reliable indicator. However, in all361

four of the cases presented the 3-hour KP index is fairly representative of the levels362

of geomagnetic activity during the previous 24-hour period. The solstice comparison is363

less straightforward than for equinox due to several additional complications. One such364

complication is that the location of maximum helium concentration is more sensitive365

during solstice to the location of the geomagnetic poles. The solstice comparisons also366

suffer from slightly differing amounts of solar flux. The Supporting Information provides367

additional figures emphasizing the sensitivity of the helium distribution throughout the368

year to variations in geomagnetic activity, solar flux, and forcing of the lower boundary369

by migrating tides.370

As a basis for comparison, Figure 3 shows helium densities at 250 km altitude as calcu-371

lated by the MSIS model. Many of the salient features are qualitatively similar to those of372

the TIE-GCM, with respect to seasonal, latitudinal, and local time characteristics. MSIS373
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helium distributions clearly exhibit the same strong preference for the winter polar regions374

during solstice, and for the low-latitude, early local time sectors during equinox. Likewise,375

a similar sensitivity to geomagnetic effects is evident within MSIS. Notice, however, that376

the color scales differ between Figures 2 and 3 in order to show behavior over the full377

range of each model. At 250 km, the TIE-GCM typically underestimates the magnitude378

of the MSIS helium bulge by approximately 20% during solstice, while overestimating it379

by 5% during equinox. This agreement is reasonable, considering that no adjustments380

have been made to the TIE-GCM in an effort to improve model agreement. Likewise, the381

MSIS model estimated and applied correction factors for the underlying mass spectrom-382

eter data [Hedin, 1987], which could further limit the absolute accuracy of such model383

comparisons. In certain cases, there are discrepancies in the location and shape of the384

helium bulge between models. For instance, the location of maximum helium concentra-385

tion during the June solstice is out of phase by about 8 hours in local time between the386

two models. While the MSIS helium distribution is prescribed, to a certain extent, by a387

trade-off between the data sparsity of its underlying historical data set and the complexity388

of its basis functions, further investigation is needed before attributing any discrepancies389

to the shortcomings of either model.390

Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the helium bulge ratio as a function of height, during391

solar minimum solstice conditions. These profiles were constructed by taking the ratio392

of maximum-to-minimum helium number densities along each model meridian to roughly393

approximate the method of calculation used in previous studies. The ratio at each height394

was then averaged both zonally and over the course of a day; note that no attempt was395

made to specify the local time sampling of a particular polar-orbiting satellite. The vertical396
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profiles exhibit a quick increase from the lower boundary, giving way to a maximum397

around 175 km, then decaying slowly with altitude to the upper boundary. This behavior398

can be explained by the transition from a region below the peak which is dominated by399

collisions, to a region above the peak where diffusive equilibrium is well established. Below400

the height of maximum bulge ratio, the summer-to-winter bulk circulation pattern leads401

to the accumulation of helium in the winter hemisphere. Above this height, however,402

vertical profiles begin to approximate diffusive equilibrium, causing helium densities in403

the winter hemisphere to decrease with height at a slightly faster exponential rate than404

those in the warmer summer hemisphere.405

The significant difference between June and December is due to a combination of lower406

solar flux and geomagnetic activity during the December solstice. Smaller contributions407

to this difference may arise from seasonal variations such as in the eddy diffusivity. Error408

bars in Figure 4 show the standard deviation of the helium ratio over the course of a day,409

giving an indication of the sensitivity to diurnal variations as well as small variations in410

geomagnetic activity. Below 150 km, smaller standard deviations are seen, indicating that411

variations in the lower part of the profile take place on longer timescales. Presumably, the412

lower portion of the profile is more sensitive to season and solar flux than to short-scale413

geomagnetic activity. Approaching altitudes as low as 100 km, the two profiles begin414

to converge, suggesting a muted response to geomagnetic activity as well as to seasonal415

variations.416

The addition of helium to the TIE-GCM has several feedback effects on the global417

structure of the model. Most of these are related to the change in the mean mass, which418

can become quite small and even approach 4 amu near the top of the model. On levels of419
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constant pressure, such a decrease in the mean mass corresponds directly to a decrease in420

mass density. At a fixed height, however, this behavior is accompanied by the expansion of421

the atmosphere according to the ideal gas law, causing levels of constant pressure to move422

upward. With increasing altitude, the expansion effect begins to dominate the mean-mass423

effect such that the decay in mass density with height becomes much more gradual when424

helium is considered. Figure 5 shows the induced increase in mass density at a fixed425

altitude of 415 km. While the inclusion of helium causes the model’s upper boundary to426

expand considerably higher than 415 km, we chose this height for our comparison because427

it was the highest altitude that remained within the vertical domain of the original TIE-428

GCM simulations during each of the four time periods shown.429

The increase in mass density is most noticeable during solstice, where differences of430

20-25% can be seen. Both equinox and solstice mass density increases are largest under431

quiet geomagnetic conditions. While somewhat modest, these percent differences increase432

with height at an approximate rate of 1% per kilometer near the upper boundary of433

the TIE-GCM in regions of large helium densities. If the composition of the TIE-GCM434

is extended vertically into the exosphere under the first-order approximation of diffusive435

equilibrium, the effects of helium soon become the dominant factor in neutral mass density436

variations. Under solar minimum conditions, an extension of both models to 500 km437

results in differences on the order of 50% during equinox and 100-200% during solstice.438

At 600 km, the solstice differences exceed of an order of magnitude.439

Contours in Figure 6 show differences in the height of a log-pressure level near the top440

of the model induced by the inclusion of helium. Near the winter pole where these height441

differences maximize, the atmosphere is uplifted by some 50-60 km when compared to an442
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atmosphere simulated without helium. This modification further couples to the horizontal443

momentum equations [see Dickinson et al., 1981], increasing horizontal gradients in the444

geopotential and resulting in a difference wind pattern that flows away from the winter445

helium bulge, as depicted by the vector arrows of Figure 6. This effect generally becomes446

noticeable in the upper thermosphere, above 300-400 km, where differences as high as447

15-20 m/s can be attained.448

4. Summary and Conclusions

This paper establishes methods for tracking helium abundance self-consistently through-449

out the thermosphere. The resulting model simulations qualitatively recreate the expected450

seasonal/latitudinal behavior while also showing reasonable quantitative agreement with451

MSIS. Moreover, the model provides winter-to-summer helium ratios that generally agree452

with solar minimum observations from AE-C [Cageao and Kerr , 1984]. A more rigorous453

one-to-one comparison between this new model and legacy mass spectrometer measure-454

ments is merited; however, this task is left for future work.455

Perhaps the most direct application for this new model is related to the increased456

realism of the neutral mass density vertical profile, and thus the improvement in model457

performance with respect to satellite drag observations in the upper thermosphere. At a458

constant height within the model domain, we have shown that including helium in the459

TIE-GCM causes differences in neutral mass density on the order of 20-30% during solar460

minimum. The most noticeable differences occur near the upper model boundary during461

solstice in the winter hemisphere.462

Furthermore, helium concentration in the exosphere is highly sensitive to the dynamics463

of the thermosphere. An appropriate exospheric model could use the TIE-GCM’s upper464
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boundary to specify a realistic exobase. Using profiles approximated by diffusive equilib-465

rium above the TIE-GCM’s upper boundary, we demonstrated that helium can account466

for order-of-magnitude differences in neutral density near 600 km and above. These dif-467

ferences, structured in latitude and local time, are strongly modulated by season and468

geomagnetic activity, lending significant variability to the upper thermosphere and exo-469

sphere. This seasonal, latitudinal, and local time helium behavior can be used to inform470

the structure of semi-empirical model basis functions [e.g. Sutton et al., 2012]. At a min-471

imum, inferring the amplitude of such basis functions would require sufficient coverage of472

high-altitude satellite drag measurements, but would be better served by a contemporary473

set of mass spectrometer measurements.474

The value of helium as a tracer of thermospheric dynamics has been known for some475

time [see Reber , 1976]. In addition to its ability to diagnose the interplay of circulation476

and diffusion in the thermosphere, our new model will enable future studies attempting477

to exploit the sensitivity of the helium distribution to otherwise unobservable system478

dynamics and inputs. We anticipate that employing helium as a diagnostic tracer—479

e.g. in order to specify or constrain high-latitude energy inputs, solar-driven circulation480

pattern strength, and/or sub-grid scale model dynamics—will be beneficial in refining481

model performance for scientific endeavors as well as operational applications.482

Appendix: Time-dependent thermospheric composition for N components

In this section, an equation describing the evolution of major species composition in a483

log-pressure coordinate frame is derived by combining the species-dependent continuity484

and diffusion equations. The derivation closely follows that of Dickinson and Ridley485

[1972]; however, additional terms describing time dependence, eddy and thermal diffusion486
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are included to reflect the current implementation within the TIE-GCM. We also deviate487

slightly from their treatment to highlight several equations that are useful in tracking488

species-dependent as well as mass-averaged transport. The following definitions are used:489

Dij mutual diffusion coefficient of ith and jth components
g gravitational acceleration
Hi scale height of ith component [= kT/(mig)]
H scale height of mixture [= kT/(m̄g)]

K̂E, KE eddy diffusion coefficients
k Boltzmann constant
L differential matrix operator of normalized pressure forces
mi molecular mass of ith component
m̄ mean molecular mass [= (

∑N
i=1 nimi)/n]

ni number density of ith component
n total number density [=

∑N
i=1 ni]

pi partial pressure of ith component [= nikT ]
p0 reference pressure
p pressure
Si source or sink for number density of ith component
s vector containing the first (N−1) components of miSi/ρ
T temperature
V horizontal component of the momentum-weighted mean velocity
ŵ vertical component of the momentum-weighted mean velocity [= Dẑ/Dt]
wi deviation of vertical velocity of ith component from mean velocity
w′i contribution to wi from molecular diffusion
w′′i contribution to wi from eddy diffusion
w vector containing the first (N−1) components of nimiwi

w′ vector containing the first (N−1) components of nimiw
′
i

w′′ vector containing the first (N−1) components of nimiw
′′
i

ẑ vertical spatial coordinate
z vertical log-pressure coordinate [= ln(p0/p)]
α diffusion matrix
αTi thermal diffusion coefficient of ith component
θ latitude
λ longitude
νi volume mixing ratio of ith component [= ni/n]
ρ mass density of mixture [=

∑N
i=1 nimi]

ψi relative density of ith component [= nimi/ρ]
Ψ vector containing the first (N−1) components of ψi

ω vertical motion relative to log-pressure coordinates [= Dz/Dt]
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A1. Mass Continuity

Neglecting horizontal diffusion, each component satisfies the following continuity equa-490

tion:491

∂

∂ẑ
(nimiwi) = miSi −

∂

∂t
(nimi)−∇ · (nimiV)− ∂

∂ẑ
(nimiŵ) (A1)

The right-hand side of (A1) can be written in terms of the relative densities:

∂

∂ẑ
(nimiwi) = miSi −

(
∂

∂t
(ψiρ) +∇ · (ψiρV) +

∂

∂ẑ
(ψiρŵ)

)
(A2)

We wish to transform Eq. (A2) from a spatial to a log-pressure vertical coordinate492

system under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium using the following relationship:493

dẑ = Hdz (A3)

When applying this transformation to partial derivatives with respect to time and hori-494

zontal spatial coordinates, the vertical coordinate being held constant must be considered.495

The following equations, which also require the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, are496

used to complete this transformation [cf. Kasahara, 1974, Eqs. (3.6) and (3.17)]:497

(
∂

∂t

)
ẑ

(ψiρ) =

(
∂

∂t

)
z

(ψiρ)− 1

H

(
∂ẑ

∂t

)
z

∂

∂z
(ψiρ) (A4)

∇ẑ · (ψiρV) = ∇z · (ψiρV)− 1

H
(∇z ẑ) · ∂

∂z
(ψiρV) (A5)

where the subscripts ẑ and z refer to the vertical coordinate being held constant under

partial differentiation. Additionally, the relationship between the spatial and log-pressure
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vertical velocities is as follows [cf. Kasahara, 1974, Eq. (3.12)]:

ŵ = ωH +

(
∂ẑ

∂t

)
z

+ V · ∇z ẑ (A6)

Making the appropriate substitutions, noting that the equation of state and our as-498

sumption of hydrostatic equilibrium imply:499

ρH =
p0

g
e−z (A7)

and dropping the subscript ‘z’ from derivatives taken with respect to time and horizontal500

spatial coordinates, Eq. A2 becomes:501

∂

∂z
(nimiwi) = −p0e−z

g

(
∂ψi

∂t
+∇ · (ψiV) + ez

∂

∂z
(ψie

−zω)− miSi

ρ

)
(A8)

The definition of wi implies:502

N∑
i=1

nimiwi = 0 (A9)

Mass sources are assumed to arise solely from the dissociation of one molecule into503

others so that:504

N∑
i=1

miSi = 0 (A10)

Relative densities ψi are defined so that:505

N∑
i=1

ψi = 1 (A11)
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By combining (A8) for each component and noting (A9), (A10), and (A11), the conti-506

nuity equation describing the total fluid in log-pressure coordinates is obtained:507

∇ ·V + ez
∂

∂z
(e−zω) = 0 (A12)

Thus, by invoking the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium and adopting pressure508

coordinates, the mass flow of the fluid appears incompressible, transforming the mass509

continuity equation from a prognostic to a diagnostic equation (i.e. no time derivatives510

appear in the equation).511

Using Eq. (A12), the divergence terms of Eq. (A8) can be simplified in favor of512

advection terms, yielding the following equation:513

∂

∂z
(nimiwi) = −p0e−z

g

(
∂ψi

∂t
+ V · ∇ψi + ω

∂ψi

∂z
− miSi

ρ

)
(A13)

Now let w be the (N−1) vector with components miniwi, s the (N−1) vector with514

components miSi/ρ, and Ψ the (N−1) vector with elements ψi. Then the first (N−1)515

equations of (A13) can be written in vector form as:516

∂

∂z
w = −p0

g
e−z

(
∂Ψ

∂t
+ V · ∇Ψ + ω

∂

∂z
Ψ− s

)
(A14)

A2. Molecular and Thermal Diffusion

With the assumption that the atmosphere is in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e.517

∂p/∂ẑ = −ρg, the equation of motion for the ith component of an N -component mixture518

in the presence of molecular and thermal diffusion [cf. Chapman and Cowling , 1970,519

Eqs. (18.2,5) and (18.3,13)] can be written:520
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N∑
j 6=i

ninj

nDij

(w′j − w′i) = ni

(
1

pi

∂pi
∂ẑ

+
1

Hi

+
αTi

T

∂T

∂ẑ

)
(A15)

The pressure force exerted on molecules of the ith component, expressed by the right-521

hand side of (A15), forces these molecules to flow through the rest of the mixture in522

balance with collisional drags given by the left-hand side.523

Noting the partial pressure pi = pψim̄/mi, (A15) becomes:

1

n

N∑
j 6=i

[
ψi

mjDij

(njmjw
′
j)−

ψj

mjDij

(nimiw
′
i)

]
=

[
∂

∂ẑ
−
(

1

H
− 1

Hi

− 1

m̄

∂m̄

∂ẑ
− αTi

T

∂T

∂ẑ

)]
ψi

(A16)

Eqs. (A9) and (A11)—noting that the former applies to ticked quantities as well—are524

now used to eliminate w′N and ψN from the first (N−1) equations of (A16), giving for the525

ith component:526

N−1∑
j=1

α̂ij(mjnjw
′
j) =

[
∂

∂ẑ
−
(

1

H
− 1

Hi

− 1

m̄

∂m̄

∂ẑ
− αTi

T

∂T

∂ẑ

)]
ψi (A17)

where527

α̂ij =

 −
1
n

[
1

mNDiN
+
∑N−1

k 6=i

(
1

mkDik
− 1

mNDiN

)
ψk

]
, j = i

1
n

(
1

mjDij
− 1

mNDiN

)
ψi, j 6= i

(A18)

and mN refers to the molecular mass of the Nth species.528

Now let α̂ be the (N−1)×(N−1) matrix with elements α̂ij, and L̂ the diagonal matrix529

of differential operators with elements:530

L̂ij = δij

[
∂

∂ẑ
−
(

1

H
− 1

Hi

− 1

m̄

∂m̄

∂ẑ
− αTi

T

∂T

∂ẑ

)]
(A19)
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The solution of the nonsingular system of Eqs. (A17) can now be expressed in matrix531

form:532

w′ = α̂−1L̂Ψ (A20)

Following Dickinson and Ridley [1972], a nondimensional form of the diffusion matrix533

α̂ can be derived using a nondimensional parameter φij related to the mutual diffusion534

coefficient through:535

φij =
mND

mjDij

(A21)

where D is a characteristic diffusion coefficient. It is assumed that D varies with pressure536

and temperature in the following way:537

D = D0

(
p00

p

)(
T

T00

)1.75

(A22)

where D0 = 0.2 is the characteristic diffusion coefficient at S.T.P., T00=273 K, p00=106
538

g/(cm · s2).539

The parameter α̂ij defined by Eq. (A18) is nondimensionalized by the substitution540

αij = (mNnD) α̂ij (A23)

where the nondimensional parameter αij is then541

αij =

{
−
[
φiN +

∑N−1
k 6=i (φik − φiN)ψk

]
, j = i

(φij − φiN)ψi, j 6= i
(A24)
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Additionally, Eqs. (A3) and (A7) are again used to transform the vertical coordinate542

of the right-hand-side of Eq. (A20) into log-pressure levels, resulting in:543

w′ = τ−1
(
T00

T

)0.25 p0m̄

mNg
α−1LΨ (A25)

where544

Lij = δij

[
∂

∂z
−
(

1− mi

m̄
− 1

m̄

∂m̄

∂z
− αTi

T

∂T

∂z

)]
(A26)

τ is a characteristic diffusion timescale defined by:545

τ =
p0

p00

H2
0

D0

(A27)

and H0 is a characteristic scale height:546

H0 =
kT00

mNg
(A28)

A3. Eddy Diffusion

In an atmosphere dominated by a single constituent, as is the case with molecular547

nitrogen in the lower thermosphere, eddy diffusion establishes a flow which acts to smooth548

gradients in the volume mixing ratio of the minor constituents, νi, as follows [Lettau, 1951;549

Colegrove et al., 1965]:550

w′′i = −K̂E
1

νi

∂νi
∂ẑ

(A29)
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In terms of mass flow rates and mixing ratios, Eq. (A29) becomes:551

nimiw
′′
i = −nm̄K̂E

(
∂

∂ẑ
+

1

m̄

∂m̄

∂ẑ

)
ψi (A30)

Transforming to log-pressure coordinates and writing in vector form, Eq. (A30) be-552

comes:553

w′′ = −p0

g
KEe−z

(
∂

∂z
+

1

m̄

∂m̄

∂z

)
Ψ (A31)

where KE ≡ K̂E/H
2.554

A4. Composition Equation

Setting the total species-dependent mass flux w = w′ + w′′ and combining Eqs. (A25)555

and (A31) to eliminate w from Eq. (A14) yields the composition equation:556

∂
∂z

[
τ−1

(
T00

T

)0.25
m̄
mN

α−1LΨ−KEe−z
(

∂
∂z

+ 1
m̄

∂m̄
∂z

)
Ψ
]

=

e−z
(
s− ∂Ψ

∂t
−V · ∇Ψ− ω ∂

∂z
Ψ
)

(A32)

In the current TIE-GCM implementation, the subscripting order of the major neutral557

species is as follows: i = {O2,O,He}, with N2 chosen to be the Nth species due in part558

to the assumptions stated in Section A3.559
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Table 1. Mutual diffusion coefficients for helium with major species1.

i–j a s

He–O2 0.649 1.710

He–O 0.866 1.749

He–N2 0.622 1.718

1 Dij = a (T/T00)s (p00/p), T00=273 K, p00=106 g/(cm · s2) [cf. Banks and Kockarts ,

1973, table 15.1].
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Figure 1. MSIS mass mixing ratios for O2 (blue), O (green), N2 (red), and He (cyan)

calculated on the vertical log-pressure scale in the vicinity of the winter helium bulge for

solar maximum (solid lines/black altitude labels, 21 Dec., 2000) and minimum (dashed

lines/grey altitude labels, 21 Dec., 2008) conditions.
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Figure 2. Global distribution of helium number densities at 250 km altitude during

each season for solar minimum conditions (2008), as calculated by TIE-GCM. Equinox

plots (left) share a common color scale, as do solstice plots (right).
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Figure 3. Global distribution of helium number densities at 250 km altitude during

each season for solar minimum conditions (2008), as calculated by MSIS. Equinox plots

(left) share a common color scale, as do solstice plots (right); these are distinct from the

color scales of Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Vertical profile of the winter-to-summer helium bulge ratio during solar

minimum June (black, June 21, 2008) and December (grey, Dec. 21, 2008) solstice con-

ditions. The profiles represent the daily average of the ratio of maximum-to-minimum

helium number densities taken along each meridian, roughly approximating the sampling

of a polar orbiting satellite (see text for a detailed explanation). Error bars indicate the

standard deviation of values over the course of a day.
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Figure 5. Percent increase in the total mass density at a fixed altitude of 415 km

resulting from the inclusion of helium in TIE-GCM during each season for solar minimum

conditions (2008). Equinox plots (left) share a common color scale, as do solstice plots

(right).
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Figure 6. Difference in the geopotential height (color contours) and the horizontal wind

field (vectors) on a level of constant pressure near the upper model boundary (z=+6.75)

resulting from the inclusion of helium in TIE-GCM during each season for solar minimum

conditions (2008). Equinox plots (left) share common color and vector scales, as do solstice

plots (right).
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